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CALL TO ORDER 

 
Chairperson Robbins called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. and presided over 

the pledge of allegiance.  
 

ROLL CALL       
 
 PRESENT  

Jerry Nechal, Ed Robbins, Pete Shelters, Jim Smith, Brandon Becker, Mayor Ben 
Clarke, Meg Morley 
 
EXCUSED   
 
ABSENT 
 

ALSO, PRESENT Jill Bahm and Stephanie Osborn, Planners from Giffels-Webster, City 
Attorney Tom Schultz and Dennise Dryden, Recording Secretary 

 
 

 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 

MOVED by Clarke, seconded by Smith, to approve the agenda as presented. 
 
YES: All 
NO:  None          Motion Carried  

 
 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
   

MOVED by Smith, seconded by Clarke, to approve the Organizational and 
Regular Meeting minutes of March 3, 2022, as submitted. 
 

  YES: All 
  NO:   None       Motion Carried 
 
 
 
MEETING OPEN TO PUBLIC FOR BRIEF COMMENTS 
 
Chairperson Robbins opened the meeting for public comment.  
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There were 19 guests at the meeting. 

There were no public comments. 
 
Chairperson Robbins closed the public comment. 
 
 
CITY MANAGER/PLANNER COMMENTS 
 
Dryden stated new voter registration cards went out to all residents because of the 
redistricting that took place. Yard waste collection starts Thursday and household 
hazardous waste collection is Saturday. 

Planner Bahm shared a training opportunity for one day, May 18th through Michigan 
Association of Planners, in Lansing. The theme is “Housing.” 

 

PLANNING COMMISSION COMMENTS 

Smith asked the chair to be generous and patient with the residents in letting them talk 
during the Whitfield discussion. 

 

MASTER PLAN DISCUSSION-REDEVELOPMENT AREA-VACANT (SCHOOL) 
PROPERTY ON ORCHARD LAKE ROAD    MP-002-22  
 
Bahm provided a recap from last month. She showed the future land use map and what 
is staying the same and what is changing. Sylvan East is being discussed tonight. 
Reiterating the goal-what you want to see for the Master Plan. Bahm reviewed the goals 
and what she has heard from Planning Commission and residents as to what they 
would like to see in this area. She asked what else would they like to see for this 
property? 
 
Smith felt under the goals for lake it is improperly categorized. It is the lake and adjacent 
park lands that defines what Sylvan Lake is about. He feels this categorization should 
be changed. Robbins stated it is a matter of perspective. He feels it can be inclusive. 
Smith still feels it should be added. 
 
Clarke shared what he is hearing from residents is “what is this going to do with our 
parks, when increasing numbers of residents?” Nechal is not sure of what the real 
capacity is for water/sewer, lake, and parks. He knows we are at capacity for boat docks 
and kayaks. Clarke recalled during COVID and figuring out capacity for fireworks, that 
our parks could hold 10,000-12,000 people. Not that he wants that amount of people. 
Robbins doesn’t feel there is an issue with the park at capacity. Anyone who goes to the 
beach/park any weekend other than July 4th knows the parks are not filled. 
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Nechal feels the average usage per household has increased. Shelters suggested 
waiting to discuss this further when Martin is here.  
 
Becker addressed the label change from Whitfield to Sylvan East. He is not sure this 
area isn’t any different from Greer Mixed Use. It may be more of a residential 
component. Should they be treated the same? Bahm discussed the label name. The 
property is no longer the Whitfield School, and this was just an idea to change the 
name. The schedule of uses is for the commission to discuss. 
 
Robbins agreed with treating the development the same as Greer. Bahm stated the 
difference is Greer is already built and Sylvan East is vacant, and they would be starting 
from scratch. Morley added it is still adding to capacity and density. Smith stated 
Whitfield backs up to residential and Greer doesn’t.  
 
Bahm continued showing different concepts as to what can be done with this property. 
Clarke didn’t’ feel any of those concepts really provided Sylvan Lake values. Smith feels 
“standards-address higher quality landscaping, common spaces, connectivity, building 
height, etc.” should be through the whole master plan, for all areas.  
 
Nechal isn’t sure what Bahm is really looking for, different land use for the property? 
Bahm replied, ideally it would be for Planning Commission to have a consensus on your 
vision of what are desirable uses there and what other elements that are important. This 
is to discuss land use which should be included in the master plan. Nechal feels they 
should be looking at the neighboring communities and what they have. Bahm showed 
the map showing Bloomfield Twp with a zoning classification of Institutional/Civic, 
Commercial and Light Manufacturing. She agreed with working with Bloomfield Twp. for 
a more cohesive area would be good. Robbins feels this can be added as part of the 
action plan.  
 
Robbins asked for each Commissioner to state what they want to see at Sylvan East 
property. Morley doesn’t care for commercial with a parking lot. She would prefer to see 
residential backing up to Avondale with mixed use in front. Shelters feels they need to 
control the density; it needs strong consideration. Clarke stated some mixed use is 
appropriate. He suggested ground floor retail with residential above them. He liked the 
cottage home look, not the colors but the design. Having that design with commercial on 
the first floor and residential above it. Becker stated the city has a diverse architectural 
design with homes already. The townhomes and commercial may work, but how do 
they connect it to the existing residential? He asked how do they make commercial 
design more interesting? Bahm showed some examples. Smith feels in general this 
area can support some kind of housing and the PUD allows it. Bahm explained they 
need to provide some degree of guidance of what they want to see so a developer will 
bring something to the city with this in mind. Nechal feels he can support commercial in 
front and residential in the rear. He feels senior housing with one floor is needed with 
property a senior doesn’t have to maintain. Robbins is hoping whatever concept they 
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put for this property, in the master plan, will influence the DTE property in the future. He 
doesn’t believe all commercial is needed here. He feels a good transition would be a 
mix of commercial and residential. Shelters concurred with Robbins.  
 
Bahm reviewed connectivity, variety in building appearance, low impact development, 
trees, one floor living in rear and commercial in front with buffers on sides. Clarke 
doesn’t feel all the commercial needs to be up front and he wants them to have 
character. Robbins stated maybe consider extending Benvenue to Orchard Lake Road. 
The negative would be that it would cross the trail, but other roads cross the trail. 
Becker isn’t convinced commercial needs to be up front. He suggested rotating 
everything. Benvenue could possibly be an entrance to Sylvan Lake or maybe just a 
pathway. Clarke stated the city needs less entrances not more. Robbins clarified he 
doesn’t want to see a road going all the way to Orchard Lake, just a connection to the 
city.  
 
Bahm shared what the current master plan supports for this property. Three stories up 
front and two stories going back to residential. She asked how they feel about this? 
Shelters asked if the PUD is limited to two stories? Bahm wasn’t sure. 
 
Chairman Robbins opened the topic to the public. 
 
Haley Cassar feels the population is changing and it is the evolution of change. As far 
as density and activities going on, she feels is irrelevant because people are always 
sharing their keys and tags with others (and they may not even live in the 
neighborhood), and you can have X number of guest per each of their tags. In regard to 
Sylvan East, nothing is happening because of the ROI, there is no return on their 
investment with putting only 50 homes. She agrees with mixed use of commercial and 
residential. More examples would be fruitful for residents to see. She circled back to  
density and stated her age group wants to buy homes not rent apartments. 
 
Julie Kohr thought Whitfield property was discussed already back in 2020. She is 
confused why it is being discussed to change it again or living with what exists? Should 
they just be discussing level of quality, building standards of what we want to see, 
materials, trees, etc. 
 
Bud Krause recalled the PUD set the density at 5 units per acre. The developer asked 
to change the zoning to C2. He has enjoyed the insightful discussion and cool ideas 
from Clarke and Becker, but he is not sure why density needs to be addressed again. 
 
Jan Hays stated Sylvan Lake is a bedroom community. All commercial areas on 
Orchard Lake Road need to change. Look at the big picture and also consider Avondale 
citizens who live there. Over 900 residents spoke over 2 years ago on the density they 
want. Senior housing is most important to her and she wouldn’t mind seeing it on this 
property. 
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Cyndy Ross stated there is a lot of traffic that goes from Inverness to Avondale; a lot cut 
through. They don’t need more traffic with extending Benvenue to Orchard Lake Road; 
a trail she is ok with. She doesn’t believe you can put a road across an existing trail.  
 
Karen Berkfield feels retail is usually negative. She just got back from Florida and saw 
that cottage style which was nice. She feels they need to focus on what we need 
visionally. No more strip malls, maybe stagger things. Creativity is needed. 
 
Clarke asked Attorney Schultz to explain why the city rezoned this property to C2. 
Attorney Schultz stated when the property was Whitfield School it was zoned CS. Once 
it sold and wasn’t a school anymore the CS zoning was no longer an appropriate use. 
City Council amended their PUD ordinance. They also amended the CS zoning to 
include some residential. Then the developer made a proposal to rezone it. City Council 
rezoned it to C2 with conditions, which limits the allowable uses. 
 
Bahm will put all those thoughts in the document and then they can be discussed 
together. Robbins reiterated they want to see architectural variety included for 
commercial.  
 
Nechal asked if the map would be updated for this area. Bahm replied, the future land 
map describes what you want to see, and purple is a redevelopment area.  
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
 MOVED by Clarke, seconded Becker, to adjourn the Planning Commission 
meeting. 
 
 YES: All  NO: None  Meeting adjourned at 9:05 p.m. 
 
 
      __________________________________ 
      Ed Robbins, Chairman 
 
      _________________________________ 
      Meg Morley, Planning Commission Secretary  


